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REVIEWS
HEAT AND LIG H T
Raymond Carter Sutherland, editor, Studies in the Literary
Imagination, Vol. XIV , No. 2. Fall, 1981, “The Inklings”
(Atlanta, Georgia: Georgia State University, 1981). 119 pp.
With three essays on C.S. Lewis, three on J.R.R. Tolkien,
and two on Charles Williams, and “A Note on the Wade
Collection'’ by Clyde S. Kilby which whets the appetite with
lists of treasures there and of new works forthcoming, this issue
of Studies in the Literary Imagination would be a must for
Inklings fans. With its somewhat acerbic mixture of opinions,
it is recommended for scholars as well, though I refuse to ad
mit that one cannot be both fan and scholar: some scholars
actually like the subjects they write about!
The three essays on Lewis include “An .Affectionate and
Muted Exchange Anent Lewis,” by .Alan Jones and Edmund
Fuller: this consists of two letters each, con and pro Lewis,
which read like a water-colour version of an exchange of
opinions between Inklings. These turn as much upon Lewis’s
character as upon his oeuvre. Fr. Jones writes, “I want to
retain C.S. Lewis, warts and all. as an .Anglican. I would ask
his evangelical hagiographers to look into the whole bag of
tricks from which Lewis sprang,” (p. 5) to which Dr. Fuller
replies that “He has done more good than his most intemperate
admirers together can undo.” (p. II) The second essay, “C.S.
Lewis: Combative in Defense,” is by Norman Pittenger, who
was for a long time active as an American theologian. He begins
loftily: “From friends in the United States I gather that there is
a remarkable revival there of interest in, and reading books by,
C.S. Lewis . . .” (p. 13) Pittenger, you see, graces Cambridge
University in the latter part of his career, just as Lewis did.
He and Lewis once exchanged views (read: hotly debated), and
his tone suggests that he still feels the sting. Laying on with
the flat of his own sword, he writes that “In strictly theological
matters, Lewis’ attempt to make the dogma of God as triune
meaningful struck me as a failure, whilst his talk about the
Incarnation was at times formally heretical.” (p. 16) This very
hard saying is redeemed by the author’s conclusion: of Lewis's
writing, he says, “For myself, I think that his best apologetic
is not in the writings which are intentionally so, but in his
stories-above all, I should say, in the Narnia tales,” (p. 19)
and of his life: “Despite suffering, mental and physical, his last
days were a model of Christian discipline.” (p. 19)
The first two of the three essays on Tolkien are of a
type which seems to me to be entirely against the spirit of
the Inklings. Screwtape remarks somewhere on the problems
which would arise for the diabolical forces if differing branches
of the Church addressed one another in Christian charity. As

far as one can tell from what has been published from the hands
of C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien, they retained throughout the
life of their friendship (which lasted, in diminishing degrees
of closeness, until Lewis’s death) a true courtesy despite their
differing religious stances as Anglican and Roman Catholic,
respectively. In many ways, Lewis owed his conversion to
Tolkien and Tolkien owed the encouragement to persevere
which produced The Lord of the Rings to Lewis. Neither man
ever forgot their extraordinary indebtedness to one another.
Tolkien’s annoyance that Lewis had breezed to success with a
multitude of tales before The Lord of the Rings appeared must
surely have been redressed by the fantastic success which he en
joyed during the near-decade by which he outlived Lewis. Not
satisfied, perhaps, with the eirenic spirit which united these
two giants, Walter F. Hartt has written a mean-spirited essay,
“Godly Influences: the Theology' of J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S.
Lewis.” which takes the very peculiar position that we must
somehow choose between them. He concludes, in language
hinting to any audience of our period, which one he chooses:
“Lewis’s concept of the divine leads him to use the Christian
myth as a closure of human existence, Tolkien as an opening
up of that existence.” (p. 28)
Randel Helm’s essay, “All Tales Need Not Come True,”
continues in a similar spirit. H artt’s essay reads like an im
aginary debate about Lewis and Tolkien. Helm’s essay reads
like an imaginary debate between them. He explains: “To
speak loosely at the outset, one might say that Tolkien’s was a
“Catholic” view, Lewis’s an “Evangelical Protestant,” and that
such a difference showed clearly in their attitudes toward the
Bible, and their use of it as writers.” (p. 31) He then quotes
each man in turn in words which, were they all we knew, might
seem to prove his thesis.
I would like to interpolate, for those who wish to follow
this argument in a less than partisan spirit, that to suggest
that there is one single “Catholic” (does this mean Roman
Catholic?) point of view on the Bible, let alone on its relation
ship to literature, or that Anglicanism can be summed up by
the epithet “Evangelical Protestant,” is to speak very loosely
indeed!
Like Hartt, Helms feels it necessary, having declared the
debate, to take sides. As he is himself a teacher of that
very American subject, “The Bible of Literature,” he is deeply
displeased with Lewis’s essay, “The Literary Impact of the
Authorized Version.” He too stays on with a will: “Anyone
who resists . .. is determinedly excluded by Lewis's book
[Perelandra]; he is reading it wrong: it judges him. But of
course a book which does this is a cult phenomenon, not litera
ture.” (p. 44) In contrast, he declares, “Tolkien adopts a
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different strategy, ‘Catholic’ in the old sense of inclusive, allembracing, and sets himself the life-long critical goal of mak
ing mythological literature acceptable by purely literary stan
dards." (p. 44) Presumably this makes anyone who dares to
admire and enjoy Lewis and Tolkien equally, not only a cultist
but no true judge of literature!
In contrast to these ill-tempered efforts, the third essay
on Tolkien, Verlvn Flieger’s “Barfield’s Poetic Diction and
Splintered Light,"' is a source of light rather than heat. All
three of these essays quote Tolkien’s famous (by now, anyway)
poem. “Mythopoeia,” written to Lewis, which begins:
“Dear Sir.” I said-“Although now long estranged,
Man is not wholly lost nor wholly changed.”
and concludes:
We make still by the law in which we’re made.
But only Flieger's essay is directed to the point of Tolkien's
words. She has written an essential study on the central mean
ing of The Silmarillion. In the process she appears to disprove
the much quoted statement by C.S. Lewis that Tolkien was har
der to influence than a Bandersnatch.1 Lewis may have meant
that it was harder for him to influence Tolkien, but everybody
except Flieger has taken the statement as all-embracing, and
been fooled in the process. She shows the profound effect of
Owen Barfield's Poetic Diction upon the young Tolkien, and
states that “it informs the concept behind The Silmarillion,
which, as a work of fantasy, strikingly illustrates the very
kind of development of language and perception that Barfield
describes.” (p. 50) The rest of the essay shows in exquisite
detail how Tolkien used the motif of Light in making “The
world of The Silmarillion . . . a paradigm of Barfield’s con
cept. Light, language, and perception become progressively
more fragmented; . . . man’s separation from God, from the
light that should illuminate his being . . . ” (p. 66) This
illuminating essay may come to be seen as one of the finest
ever written on Tolkien.
Oddly separated from its fellows, the third essay on Lewis is
Corbin Scott Carnell’s brief study, lengthily entitled “Ransom
in C.S. Lewis's Perelandra as Hero in Transformation: Notes
Toward a Jungian Reading of the Novel.” The word “Notes”
accurately describes this effort which hints at but does not ex
plicate in detail, an idea of great importance. One hopes that
Carnell, a major scholar on Lewis, will explore this subject
elsewhere at greater length. This essay appears as “Ransom
in Perelandra: Jungian Hero?” in M ythlore X X V II, pp. 910. Carnell does at least refute much of what is said about
Lewis's narrowness elsewhere in this collection by recount
ing his first encounter with Perelandra: “It was for me what
Charles Williams calls a ‘Beatrician moment,’ for in the midst
of reading this book I received a new and deepened
sense of goodness, and it was not the prosaic goodness of
moralism ... It was a moment similar to my discovery of Dante
. . .” (p. 69) If Lewis really was the unattractive personality
and narrow-spirited author he is elsewhere said to have been,
why do his works open Heaven before our eyes?
The final two essays are on Charles Williams. Thomas
Howard’s “Shadows of Ecstacy” analysis Williams’s novel of
that title. .All of the faults of a first novel are carefully set
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forth here, to the point that one wonders why Howard devoted
so much space to a work he obviously dislikes. Elsewhere (in
Mytblore XXVIII (Summer, 1981), Vol. 8, No. 2, “Granting
Charles Williams his Donnee,” pp. 13-14) he has expressed
approval of Williams’s oeuvre, so one assumes he wishes to keep
the balance. Among other faults of Williams’s, he mentions
the racist and Anti-Semitic elements which I discussed in “The
Jewels of Messias: Images of Judaism and Anti-Semitism in
the Novels of Charles Williams,” Mythlore XX (Spring, 1979),
Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 27-31. Shadows of Ecstacy is indeed
Williams’s weakest novel, though some of us would be grateful
to be capable even of such flawed power! In comparison with
Descent Into Hell and All Hallows’ Ere, it probably deserves
Howard’s condemnation. But there is a certain sense in which
it is taken out of context. It is in fact' a seedbed of Williams’s
ideas, which could be analyzed to show how they flowered in
the majestic novels of which he finally became capable, at the
maturity of his talent. It occurs to me that Howard thinks
so too, and that this apparently isolated essay is in fact one
chapter of an extended study of Williams which will one day
appear in print. Such a prospect pleases!
At any rate, the method I mention, of setting a work
into its context by showing development, is used in Charles
Moorman's fine essay, “The Structure of Charles Williams’
Arthurian Poetry,” in which the author shows how Williams
reworked his early poems into the magnificent forms they took
in Talieasin Through Logres and The Region of the Summer
Stars. The major thesis of Moorman’s essay is that the two
books differ in form and feeling, each rightly structured to
fulfill its specific intention. He concludes: “Taken together, the
two parts of this study demonstrate, I think, the great care
and deliberation which went into the making of both individual
poems and books. But they illuminatealso the great genius of
the poet as seen in the scope and vision of the cylce and in the
formulation of the verse to embody it.” (p. 113) Moorman’s
and Flieger's essays are both models of what a literary essay
ought to be: neither an attack nor a debate, but a careful,
illuminating analysis which explains for us, in clear language,
full of wise judgement and free of judgementalism, what form
the miracle takes and even, a little, how the miracle happens.
Nancy-Lou Patterson
1For example, Jared Lobdell, in England and Always (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1981), states: “Lewis wrote
that 'no one ever influenced Tolkien-you might as well try to
influence a bandersnatch’ (someone more adept than I at the
intricacies of Carrolliana may know why a bandersnatch would
be particularly difficult to influence.” (p. 12) While I am no
Carrollian adept, I note that the White King, speaking of the
White Queen, says, “No use, no use! . . . ‘She runs so fear
fully quick. You might as well try to catch a Bandersnatch! ’”
(Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, Chapter VII, from
Matin Gardner, The Annotated Al ice (New York: Bramhall
House, 1960), p. 286).
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LES AM OURS DE M ORGAINE
Marion Zimmer Bradley,
Knopf, 1982), 876 pp.

T h e M is ts o f A v a lo n

(New York:

[NOTE: Although M y t h l o r e does not stray far from TLW in its
reviews, the combination of an Arthurian theme and the work
of a long-time friend of the Mythopoeic Society is irresistable!
- Review Editor]
Malory’s Arthurian epic was about the death of the King,
and the circumstances that led to it. Bradley’s is about the
loves of A rthur’s half-sister Morgan la Fay, and her struggles to
preserve in Logres the worship of the Mother Goddess, against
the encroachments of Christianity. It is an entirely different
view of a tale often retold, but usually by men, and rather
mysogynistic males at that. The names of Mark Twain, T.H.
White and Thomas Berger readily spring to mind. As a result,
the women of the .Arthurian mythos usually are presented
as wicked witches and adultresses, fascinating and horrify
ing figures. Bradley is determined to let them present their
side of the story, and allow them to appear as real fleshand-blood human beings, with the same loves, fears, desires,
ambitions, flaws and strengths that women and men in all
lands and ages possess (or are possessed by). The story from
beginning to end is told from the viewpoint of the women:
Igraine, Viviane, Morgause, Gwenhwyfar, Niniane, Nimue-but
Morgaine (Morgan) most of all. This stricture, to be sure,
makes for a paucity of battle scenes-to have so few of these in
an Arthurian epic is an amazing t o u r d e f o r c e . As more than
adequate compensation, there is an abundance of ritual and
pageantry-of Christian Camelot, mystic Avalon, and in the
sacred island of the small and ancient people. One strongly
longs for a movie version of this book that will do justice to
the ceremonies so richly and visually described by Bradley.
Besides misogyny, another constant factor of Arthurian
retellings has been anachronism-whether naive anachronism,
such as in Chretien de Troyes and Thomas Malory, or
deliberate, humorous anachronism, so well employed by
Clemens, White and Berger, each in his own unique inim
itable way. Bradley, on the other hand, seeks to eschew
anachronisms, and strives to present Logres as is very well
could have been. Unfortunately, she has net completely
avoided some minor anachronisms. On page 438, Arthur refers
to his kingdom as “England”, which is an error at this point
of the narrative, though it would have been right by the end
of the book. On page 830, we hear the astonishing news
that “Saracens”, non-Christians from the deserts of north
ern .Africa, “are beginning to overrun Spain.” Actually, in
Arthurian times, Spain was firmly in the hands of West Gothic
Arrians (non-Trinitarian Christians), and it was only in 711
.AD, two centuries after, that the Muslim Moors invaded. We
should also point out that Nennius, who wrote in the ninth
century and was the first chronicler actually to name Arthur,
states that the D u x b e l l o r u m hoisted the standard of the Virgin
Mary as early as his seventh battle, that of the Wood of
Celidon. In the book here reviewed, he first does so only for
the twelfth battle, that of Mount Badon, fought in 516 AD. A
monkish chronicler named Gildas, born that very same year,
wrote a British history, perhaps when he was only 24 years

old, in which he mentions that famous battle but refuses to
name the British battle leader. Apparently he hated .Arthur too
much to give him his due. If so, he was not alone. Several lives
of monks and priests written by Celtic churchly chroniclers
present Arthur as a tyrant, ruffian, and enemy of the Church.
This fact, which has too often been ignored, certainly supports
Bradley’s picture of an Arthur vacillating between Christianity
and paganism.
Morgaine, the main viewpoint character, does not suffer
from such vacillations.
She is constantly opposed to
Christianity. This seems justified by the depiction of the
Church as at that time intolerant, superstitious, narrow
minded, bigoted. Yet Morgaine discovers (pages 804-812) that
there was an older and simpler Church that did not partake of
the fear and intolerance depicted as so characteristic of that
which replaced it. She also derives great comfort from her
discovery that the Christians also worship the Mother, in the
form of the Virgin, the sisters Mary and Martha, and Brigid,
the Goddess of Ireland, now wearing the thin disguise of a
Christian Saint. “Exile her as they may, she will prevail.
The Goddess will never withdraw herself from mankind.” (p.
875) So Morgaine regains hope, and is reconciled. Indeed, her
prologue and the epilogue bear a slight resemblance to those in
C.S. Lewis’s T i l l We Have F a c e s , though the change in outlook
is less drastic.
The story takes place in three different universes: the
Britain of Celt, Roman, and Saxon, which is becoming
Christianized; the island of Avalon, which has been removed
to a different plane of reality, where the sun and moon move
in a rhythm that is not like this world’s; and the alien land
of Faerie, where the small dark magical people (Britain’s first
inhabitants) have fled, and where there is even no sun or
moon but a perpetual twilight, and time is meaningless. These
worlds, it seems, are eyer drifting farther apart. In this we see
of course the influence of J.R.R. Tolkien, which is not surpris
ing, since Marion Zimmer Bradley is an outstanding Tolkien
fan and scholar. Yet what she has produced here is no pastiche,
neither of Tolkien nor of Malory nor of any other writer, but
an exceedingly original product of her own wonderful brand of
mythopoeic creativity.
Benjamin Urrutia
*Springing equally ready to mind are the names of female
writers: Vera Chapman, Mary Stewart, and Rosemary Sutcliff.
(Review Editor)
THE B EA U T Y OF HOLINESS
Rolland Hein,

T h e H a r m o n y W i t h i n : T h e S p i r i t u a l V is io n o f

G e o r g e M a c D o n a ld

(Washington: Christian University Press,

1982), 163 pp.

What Rolland Hein discerns and feels in the work of
George MacDonald is what C.S. Lewis also felt in MacDonald’s
works: Holiness. On the first page of his “Introduction” Hein
tells us this by quoting the well-known passage from Lewis’s
T h e G r e a t D i v o r c e in which the narrator speaks of the effect
MacDonald’s P h a n t a s t e s had upon him; it began his conversion
to Christianity. This is the MacDonald and this is the work
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that The Harmony Within presents. Anyone familiar with
Lewis's frustratingly few, but intensely devoted yet despassionate, remarks on MacDonald (in The Great Divorce, 1946;
Surprised by Joy, 1955; and, of course, George MacDonald: An
Anthology, 1918) will be thankful for this new book. The first
full length study of MacDonald since Richard Reis’s George
MacDonald (1972), this is the only study of MacDonald to deal
exclusively with MacDonald’s special vision and its power to
rouse the spiritually damp and chasten the spiritually pert.
Holland Hein articulates with care, intelligence, and thorough
ness both George MacDonald’s “system of belief” (p. 148) and
that special power that enchants readers and sets them on the
path of holiness. This power Lewis termed “the art of mythmaking”, and Hein follows him in citing MacDonald as one
who possesses “mythic vision” and who commands a “mythic
style” (p. 135).
Hein also follows Lewis in defining myth, but Hein grounds
his definition in MacDonald’s own work in away Lewis did not.
Whereas Lewis states that MacDonald strikes him as a master
of “mythopoeic art”, art that depends not on form but on
“something inexpressible” communicated in the “mere pattern
of events,” Hein shows MacDonald showing the unshowable.
With reference to MacDonald’s “The Golden Key”, generally
considered MacDonald’s most enigmatic and fascinating fairy
tale, Hein communicates the “mythic quality” that “strongly
shapes the adult and young people’s fantasies” (p. 135). What
he achieves is not only an illustration of Lewis’s point, but also
the more important illustration that MacDonald knew what
he was doing. Lewis asserted MacDonald’s genius; Hein shows
us that genius at work. This is the only study of MacDonald
that presents him the way he appeared to Lewis, Tolkien,
and Auden; it is the only contemporary study of MacDonald’s
Christian thought.
As we would expect, since MacDonald is not an
“established” author, Hein begins with a “brief review of
MacDonald’s life and career.” To those who know nothing of
MacDonald this chapter offers a useful account of the main
events and people in MacDonald’s life, but it offers nothing
new. Hein again follows Lewis in emphasizing the influence
of MacDonald’s father in shaping MacDonald’s conception of
a paternal God, and he stresses MacDonald’s versatility as
a writer. For the sake of accuracy, I shall note one or two
anomalies in this chapter. At one point Hein notes that
MacDonald, like his friend Charles L. Dodgson, had “an espe
cial ability to re-create imaginatively a children’s world,” but
earlier Hein had argued that “it is the children’s stories and
fairy tales that are most affected by the social organization and
manners of the time, so that the average child of today may
hardly understand them, having little in his own experience
that is comparable” (p. xii). I confess that I do not fully un
derstand this comment, but I must think that a writer who
has an especial ability to create a children’s world could speak
to today's children. At times, the reader would benefit from
a fuller discussion or more thorough documentation. For ex
ample, Hein informs us that MacDonald’s “early attempts at
novels” were too weighted with preaching for any publisher
to accept, but he mentions only one novel that failed to find
a publisher: Seekers and Finders. And when he asserts that
David Elginbrod was “flatteringly received by the critics” of
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that Phantastes “was widely praised”, some evidence would be
useful, especially since, of the five reviews of Phantastes that
I am familiar with four are favorable. Only the Athenaeum
review, which is almost always cited as typical of the reaction
of MacDonald’s contemporaries, is negative. On the whole,
MacDonald received fair and perceptive treatment at the hands
of the reviews and some reviews-R.H. Hutton’s review of David
Elginbrod in The Spectator, for example-ought to be more
widely known. Another difficulty I have is reconciling Hein’s
statement (p. 21) that MacDonald “determined to keep the
two genres (fantasy and realism) more distinctly separate,”
with his assertion a page later that MacDonald wrote “more
than twenty novels . . . that blend realism and romance.”
Finally, two factual points: Casa Corragio, the MacDonald
home in Bordighera, was not “planned and built” in 1891 (p.
24); the family moved into the house in 1880 (not 1877, as
Hein indicates beneath the photograph of the house). And the
German writer whose work influenced Phantastes is E.T.A.
Hoffman, not E.T.W., a misprint that occurs on pages 7, 149,
and 160. The photographs that follow Chapter One are help
ful, if somewhat less than ideal, aids in providing the American
reader with a visual perspective on MacDonald and his world.
Some of the photographs will be familiar to readers of Greville
MacDonald’s biography of his father, but others-those from
“the archives of the Marion E. Wade Collection” at Wheaton
College, and those taken by the author-are of especial inter
est. My only confusion arises from the photograph opposite
page 29 which also appears in Greville’s biography opposite
page 513 as a picture of George at sixty. Hein asserts that
the picture presents MacDonald “dressed for the role of Mr.
Greatheart in the family’s dramatic production of Pilgram’s
Progress.” I have a copy of a photograph of MacDonald act
ing the part of Greatheart and his costume is quite different,
a knee-length white tabard with a large heart (presumably
red) on the chest (photography from the MacDonald collection,
Beinecke Library, Yale University).
But the chapters that follow form the most significant
part of The Harmony Within. Chapter Two through Eight
offer a reading of MacDonald’s major works of fiction. Hein
prepares us for his method of reading in the “Introduction”
where he states that his interest is in the “spiritual consis
tency” (p. xiii) of MacDonald’s work, the “harmony within”
apparently disparate works and within apparently “chaotic”
texts. In short, Hein is not concerned primarily “with measur
ing literary quality as such,” but rather with explaining
obscurities in MacDonald’s fantasies. According to Hein,
“George MacDonald was first of all a Christian; secondly,
an artist,” and his attitude controls the book’s perspective.
Clearly, Hein deeply admires MacDonald for the spiritual mes
sages he communicates; few evaluations could be as positive as
the following:
Few people in the history of man have had a
larger vision of the beauty of holiness and good
ness than did he, and few have succeeded as he
did in communicating the attraction to goodness
that good men feel. (p. x)
The result of this perspective is a reading of MacDonald’s
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fiction that allegorizes. Hein tells us that MacDonald’s “work
is symbolical,” that it does not “capture or imprison the insight
so as to define it precisely and hence to exhaust its meaning”
(pp. xvi-xvii). Despite his warning that the “careful reader is
always wary of taking a symbolic tale too far in the direction
of allegory,” Hein’s method is to allegorize relentlessly, to set
out various “doctrines” MacDonald apparently held. Despite
acknowledging MacDonald’s declaration in the essay “The
Fantastic Imagination” that meaning results from a transac
tion between text and reader, Hein insists on specific meaningor at least on specific kinds of meaning-in MacDonald’s work.
Speaking of the Freudian structure discernable in The Princess
and the Goblin. Hein concludes: “But one should be careful
to integrate this insight with MacDonald’s spiritual and moral
concerns” (p. 34). If I were to criticise this single-minded devo
tion to MacDonald’s message, I should argue that it results in
an under-valuing of MacDonald’s shorter fiction for children,
works such as “The Light Princess,” a light-hearted, yet deli
cately complex parody of the Brothers Grimm, and “Cross
Purposes” and “The Giant’s Heart,” two tales with intricate
details.
But perhaps such criticism is beside the point. Hein does
ably and admirably explain MacDonald’s religious thought.
It is worth remembering The Great Divorce with which we
(and Hein) began. Lewis, you will remember, begins his book
with a short “Preface” in which he takes issue with William
Blake's notion of a marriage between Heaven and Hell; Lewis
will have no such talk of marriage. What Hein illustrates in
The Harmony Within is MacDonald's position somewhere be
tween Blake and Lewis. MacDonald never suggested that Hell
itself will join with Heaven; if these are spatial metaphors,
then the two spaces must remain forever in separate mansions.
However, MacDonald does suggest that as temporal concepts
there is a difference between Hell and Heaven: the one is pass
ing, the other is eternal. As Hein definitively shows, evil in
MacDonald-like so much else-is sacramental: “good in terrible
disguise” (p. 95). This is true, but only half complete. Hein
also notes that, there is a more deeply rooted notion of evil
in MacDonald, “the evil of spiritually destructive attitudes.”
This evil destroys the quality of life and leads to false desire,
desire for power, for control of others, and for possession of
things. Such evil violates nature, destroys community, im
pedes individual development, and prolongs the agony of selfimprisonment. But such evil, Hein points out, is “by its very
nature self-destroying.” God will, as MacDonald says in a
sermon with the same title, exact “the uttermost farthing”
(see Unspoken Sermons, Second Series; also Matt. 5:26). It
may take time, but even the great shadow in Lilith (Hein says
he “seems to be a depiction of Satan,” p. 96) will sleep the
“sleep that- purifies.” MacDonald’s is a “benign determinism,”
as T.G. Selby noted nearly a hundred years ago. Selby also
described evil in MacDonald’s work as “an unhappy fit of som
nambulism.” In short, MacDonald’s real interest is in goodness,
what makes us good, how we can become good, how we can
maintain goodness, and how we can appreciate the beauty of
goodness.
With grace and sensibility, Rolland Hein examines
MacDonald’s “blend of literary and theological convictions”
(p. 154). His respect for the man and his work is fine, and

we are willing to believe that Hein really does “feel awe in the
depths” of his being (see p. xviii) when he reads MacDonald’s
works. He writes with conviction, faith, and an infectious love
of his subject.. The Harmony Within should do much to ex
plain MacDonald’s significance both as a literary figure and as
a religious thinker. It speaks eloquently and clearly to readers
who have felt the pow’er of MacDonald’s vision, but who have
also felt the need for guidance in following the intricacies of
his thought.
Roderick McGillis

FROM THE FISHERMAN’S CHAIR
Christopher Derrick, C.S. Lewis and the Church of Rome (San
Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1981), 225 pp.
For years Christopher Derrick argued, or attempted
to argue, the position, substance and merits of Roman
Catholicism with his teacher and friend C.S. Lewis. He has
put into book form both his side of the controversy he wanted
to have and a record of his own frustration in trying to locate a
really telling rejoinder anywhere in Lewis’s works. His conclu
sion is that for various reasons, some apparent and some mys
terious, Lewis never quite faced the Roman Catholic Church or
its claims, but retained a profound discomfort with the subject,
shielded by conventional objections that he was never willing
to argue in depth.
One’s reaction to this book will, I think, pretty automati
cally mirror one’s attitude toward Derrick’s religion, but,
though I speak from the same pew as Derrick, I do urge that
any such kneejerk reaction is a mistake. The book, I insist, is a
milestone in Lewis studies and involves more than denomina
tional rivalry.
First and foremost, it says something new about C.S.
Lewis. For years now, a Lewis Industry has been grinding away
in institutions of learning, producing dissertations that become
irreproachably scholarly books, all tied down, like Gulliver,
with footnotes, coalescing Lewis references upon various safe
themes, rehashing over and over what Lewis has already said
for himself quite thoroughly in some of the clearest English
ever written. My gathering reaction to all this may be summed
up with the rubric: “If one more pedant tells me, as a news
item, that C.S. Lewis believed in Purgatory, I shall murder
a doctoral candidate. I know he did. He said so.” And
now here is Derrick, insisting that Lewis’s concept of “Mere
Christianity” is not ecumenical but inherently Protestant, that
there are serious gaps in Lewis as a guide to Christianity, and
that Lewis's ideas on orthodoxy and authority are often con
fused and circular. All new in my experience; agree or disagree,
it. is like a day at the seaside.
Not that Derrick is a debunker; Lewis remains in his es
timate a great man and penetrating writer. W hat is described
here as an incompleteness like the lost arms of the Venus de
Milo, and what is missing, if I may extend Derrick’s argument,
should appear as palpable to the Anglican (especially the high
church Anglican) as to the papist, if he or she is not put off by
Derrick’s disparagements of Anglicanism.
Lewis’s co-religionists may be expected to react against
this book, angrily defending the titles of their church, yet I
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must point out they will get precious little help from CSL
himself. Never has a major denomination been so little praised
by an eloquent famous son. Anyone in the Lewis Industry who
decides to compile C .S . L e w i s o n A n g l i c a n i s m will emerge from
the vast canon of his writings with a very thin, very dry book.
Thus one reason why Derrick’s topic question, “Why didn’t
Lewis move on to Rome?” has arisen recurrently among Lewis’s
Catholic admirers (who are legion) while he lived and today.
Lewis himself never dealt determinedly with the question or
clarified his own affiliation with the “C of E”.
It was, of course, his perceived mission to publish nondenominational Christian defenses, but even in his private
writings his letters, A G r i e f O b s e r v e d - w e cannot see the
Church of England through his eyes. Its sacraments were
significant to his prayer life, he went to church dutifully, served
on a church commission and occasionally consulted a priest of
his faith on specific problems. But nowhere that I know does
he express a love of that church as an institution or speak
of it with warmth. His published letters include responses to
Roman Catholic inquirers, impertinent intrusions no doubt, on
the theme, “Why aren't you a Catholic?” His answers are al
ways negative as to Rome while declining debate. A positive
formula would have precluded debate. “I am happy where I
am. I believe my church to be a true church. I cannot discern
that God would have me elsewhere.” But no such expression
appears, and its absence is puzzling.
Anglicans may then be justly proud that he was one of
them, but they should also understand that he himself largely
occasioned speculations about his course, in a way that other
famous Anglicans did not. Roman Catholics recognized in
Lewis an intellectual compatibilty-he argued from first prin
ciples, was a medievalist and an antagonist of much that
Catholics oppose. He was in many ways the heir of Chesterton.
And he never wrote a clearly Anglican work, as Williams did
with T h e D e s c e n t o f t h e D o v e or War in H e a v e n . At the time
a number of English writers and university men were convert
ing to Catholicism-the English made it a verb: “poping”. Of
course Derrick hope to see his friend go over and he was not
alone.
It is no derogation to the Anglican Communion to assert
that Lewis was largely indifferent to the institutional side of
Christianity. In his fiction, committed priests only appear in
the pagan setting of T i ll We H a v e F a c e s . In T h a t H id e o u s
S t r e n g t h , St.
Anne's has a house atheist but, oddly, no
chaplain. In Narnia, Aslan's memory is perpetuated neither
by a priesthood not by a book, but simply by word of mouth,
an undisciplined but miraculously pure tradition reinforced by
the Lion’s reappearances; the whole concept is arguably more
Hindu than Christian. Yet I think it reflects, wistfully, what
Lewis wished Christianity to be.
So we have “Mere Christianity” with the institutional ques
tion simply husked off and doctrine propounded at the personal
level. Derrick holds that this is not enough, that Christianity
as first given to the world or merely as an historical presence
cannot be understood apart from its human agencies.
The book is deftly written and I found it an “easy read”.
It will irritate those who dislike the institutional dimension,
those who think denominational issues are irrelevant or in
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bad taste, and those who do not share Derrick’s views on
the limits of ecumenism, those who, considering themselves
tolerant, would rather not deal with their own latent antiCatholicism, and those who consider Lewis well-nigh perfect
within mortal limits. In short, while it will win no converts
to Derrick’s faith, and was probably not intended to, it may
move any number of people to think after having depended on
Lewis to do their thinking for them. Oh well, if the prospect
is threatening, there is always the Lewis Industry.
Lee Speth

ALDOUS, CLIVE STAPLES, AND JOHN
Peter Kreeft, B e t w e e n H e a v e n a n d H e l l (Downer’s Grove,
Illinois: Inter Varsity Press, 1982), llo pp.
The subtitle of this little book is “A Dialog Somewhere
Beyond Death with John F. Kennedy, C.S. Lewis, & Aldous
Huxley.” This dialogue does not range very widely: it centres
upon the argument (used by Lewis in M e r e C h r i s t i a n i t y ) , the
Latin version of which is AUT DEUS AUT HOMO MALUS,
“Either God of a bad man.” The three speakers in the con
versation died on the same day-November 22, 1963-and are
drafted by the author to represent “the three most influential
philosophies of life in our human history: ancient Western
theism (Lewis), modern Western humanism (Kennedy) and
ancient Eastern pantheism (Huxley).” (p. 7) One may ask
whether any of these actual men could, in fairness and ac
curacy, be fitted into such procrustean beds. Lewis is depicted
as a man so enamoured of argument that (despite his attributed
denials, which Lewis never gave in life, and the single quotation
in the book. Lewis's poem “The Apologist’s Evening Prayer”)
he continues to argue in what may be Purgatory: maybe that
is his punishment!
Because only one argument is actually discussed, Kreeft
does in fact add some useful points to what Lewis said about
the AUT DEUS concept. For my part, this argument has
always seemed (and seemed when Lewis used it) one of the
coldest and least attractive of those in the apologist’s arsenal.
Nevertheless, Kreeft’s efforts to give a variety both of counter
arguments and of defenses, provides an entertaining hour’s
read, and the argument is probably as well and sympathetically
presented here as it can be.
Nancy-Lou Patterson

